
Lustre Capabilities Security LevelFan Yong2008-06-201 IntroductionLustre introduces MDS/OSS capabilities to enhance lustre system security onHEAD branch. In this document, we de�ne lustre capabilities security level tomatch kinds of security requirement. It also describes how the lustre system runsunder di�erent capabilities security levels, including interoperability between1.8.x client and 2.0 server, remote clients, and so on.2 Nomenclature
• 1.8.x client: it is 1.6 code based which does not support MDS/OSS capa-bilities.
• 2.0 server: it is HEAD code based which supports MDS/OSS capabilities,such feature can be switched by some proc interface(s) or mount option(s).
• Remote client: it is HEAD code based, which means the client is in dif-ferent kerberos domain against server, and is regarded as untrusted one.The contrary case is local client, which is in the same kerberos domain asserver. A local client can claim to be remote one, but the inverted case isforbidden. Both remote client and local client are 2.0 client, and supportMDS/OSS capabilities.3 speci�cationGenerally, there are four security levels for lustre capabilities as following:
• Level 0: disable MDS/OSS capabilities for all clients.This is the default capabilities security level for HEAD branch now. MDS/OSScapabilities are neither generated nor veri�ed. It is for some very closed(all clients are trusted) and high performance lustre environment. Onthe other hand, if 1.8.x client wants to talk with 2.0 server, the systemmust run under such capabilities security level. So it is for interoperabilitybetween 1.8.x client and 2.0 server also.1



4 FEATURE CONTROL
• Level 1: enable MDS/OSS capabilities on remote client.It is for an open lustre environment with both local client and remoteclient. Under such level, the MDS/OSS capabilities will be enabled auto-matically for remote client, but disabled for local client.
• Level 2: enable MDS/OSS capabilities on selected client(s).Under this level, the lustre administrator can con�gure the system to en-able MDS/OSS capabilities for some local client also. That means, exceptthe remote client is untrusted, some local client maybe untrusted also,the lustre administrator can con�gure the system to verity their behavioras needed. Supporting MDS/OSS capabilities for selected client(s) is aplaning feature which maybe done in 2.x release or later.
• Level 3: enable MDS/OSS capabilities on all clients.It is the highest capabilities security level up to now. All the clients be-havior (both local client and remote one) are need to be veri�ed. Sincesigning capabilities is time-consuming work, under such level, the perfor-mance maybe some a�ected.According to the description above, we have the following rules:
• If the lustre system contains 1.8.x client and 2.0 server, for the interoper-ability between them, the system only can run under level 0, otherwise,the 1.8.x client will be refused when connects to 2.0 server.
• If the lustre system will enable remote client,the system should run underlevel 1 or other higher level. Otherwise, the remote client will be refusedwhen connects to server.4 Feature controlWe will support mount option for MDS/OSS to allow con�gure lustre capabili-ties security level when mount.Currently, HEAD branch supplies two proc interfaces to control MDS/OSScapabilities independently. But I think the MDS/OSS capabilities should beenable/disable on the same time, only enable MDS or OSS capabilities on someclients make little sense for lustre security. Since a client is untrusted, all of itsbehavior both on MDS and on OSS should be veri�ed. So I suggest to mergesuch control proc interfaces into one. When capabilities security level is changedon-line (for server), the clients should remount to match the new security level.
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